for You

NEW COLLECTION

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

There are many
roads leading to
comfort. We walk
all of them, to find
the right comfort for
each of you.

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

ITALIAN Design

Everything starts at the Natuzzi Style
Centre in Italy. This is where we explore trends, where we come up with new
ideas and design breakthrough solutions.
That is where we breathe life into every
single product. A unique workshop that
embodies creativity, experience and reliability.

Control

OF THE OVERALL PROCESS
Each phase, each step, each process is
checked tirelessly to ensure you get what
you deserve – the very best. That’s why
we directly control 92% of our raw materials and put each product through stringent tests to guarantee its quality. It all
happens here at Natuzzi.

NATUZZI Craftsmen

Production takes place in our factories,
where our highly skilled craftsmen, with
their unrivalled know-how that has been
handed down for generations, give form to
exclusive products. Needles, thread, hammers and machinery are the tools we use
every day. Nothing could be more genuine.

Proof

OF COMFORT

THE VALUE OF CHOOSING
Events, history and products tell us what we are. Every single step, every moment,
every detail is the culmination of over 60 years of commitment and passion. Our
quality is as tangible as the materials we choose, as the expert hands of our craftsmen who transform them in our factories, as the ideas of the designers expressed
on a sheet of paper, and as the testing team who put them to the test and experiment with them. The whole supply chain is managed ethically and responsibly.
That is the only way we can believe in a more comfortable future, made up of
cutting-edge, versatile, functional products. And made up of designs that improve
lives. For everyone.

CERTIFIED

Quality

Both the leathers and the yarns used for
the fabrics are individually selected, the
woods used to make the looms come from
renewable forests, the polyurethane used
for the padding is manufactured without
using freon and other blowing agents.
Not just words, but serious commitments,
certified, approved quality and sustainability objectives.

Stepping into a Natuzzi Editions shop means coming into contact with people who
have made reliability their professional
mission. This is reflected in products that
are durable and original, in our tailor-made services, and in our dependability and
expertise. Every single time. The aim is to
offer you personalized comfort both in the
welcome you are given and in the experience you then enjoy with our products.

Made IN NATUZZI
From the first stroke of the pen on the designs through to delivery, we watch each
step like a hawk. Italian style, impeccable
quality and all-round comfort made accessible through extremely versatile, functional, innovative and handcrafted products. This is our mission, amazing value
which only Natuzzi can provide.

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

CRAFTED
FOR
HUMANS
What is a desire? Desire is something
intimate and personal that leads us on
a journey from our current state to the
condition we want to be in. It is the driving force behind that journey. A path
towards fulfilment. It is what we think
about as soon as the alarm clock rings in
the morning and the moment before we
fall asleep. Desire is part of everyone’s
daily life, along with countless achievements and just as many hardships. It
distinguishes us, shakes things up, and
accompanies us. For over 60 years, here
at Natuzzi Editions we have been exploring the desire for aesthetics, comfort
and wellbeing so that we can create
products that match your ideas and ne-

eds as closely as possible. It is your way
of life, your habits, your uniqueness that
inspire our work. Everyone has different
spaces to furnish, different plans to undertake, different needs to satisfy. That
is why we explore all kinds of styles,
from the most classical to the most cutting-edge, and combine them with the
trends and moods that suit them best.
We look for the best solutions for every
space, from functional urban environments to eclectic residential homes. We
listen to your many demands for relaxation and comfort so that when you return home after a long day, our products
are ready to give you the best possible
welcome – your way. We achieve this
by putting together all the ingredients
we have learned about, step by step,
during the lifetime of Natuzzi – innova-

tion, versatility, design and functionality. A perfectly balanced recipe for each
product. For each and every one of you.
That is the only way we can ensure that
children can bounce around on our seats, that the more laidback among us can
stretch out on every part of the sofa to
their heart’s content, that social media
addicts can recharge their devices by
connecting them to the sofa, that party hosts can let their friends sleep over
on practical sofa beds, that dogs and
cats can curl up on easy-to-wash fabrics, that fashionistas can show off the
trendiest designs and covers, and that
everyone feels perfectly at home.

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

THE LESSONS
OF EXPERIENCE

Hands, fragrances, sounds. What happens inside the workshops is pure magic. With their decades of experience,
Natuzzi workshops reflect and embody
the quality and values that have shaped the history of the Italian sofa since
1959: innovation, versatility, craftsmanship and design. And from its parent
company, Natuzzi Editions has inherited
its international dimension, one which
enables us to identify trends, needs
and influences, and translate them into
the uniqueness of Made in Natuzzi pro-

ducts. Throughout our history, from the
first tiny workshop, to the invention of
colourful sofas in the 1980s to experiments in the digital field, Natuzzi has
always been one step ahead. Our search
for new ideas, our attention to detail,
our painstaking selection of materials,
our craftmanship, all this is carried out
with just one aim – to fulfil your desires.
We do this thanks to a workforce with
a wealth of experience of incomparable
value handed down from one generation
to the next, a story filled with passion.
These are the people who make your sofas, who design them, build them, test

them and bring them into your homes.
Over our 60 years of intense activity we
have learned to use a needle and thread
to sew, weave, stitch and decorate; we
have learned to work with wood to build,
support and give shape; we have become familiar with padding in order to fill,
accommodate and bolster; we have learned innovate ways to lift, stretch and
relax; we have learned to upholster in
order to embellish, customize and give
colour. We have learned all of this and
we are still learning.

NATUZZI EDITIONS

#humancomfort

THE WEALTH
OF DIVERSITY

We believe that we can never stop learning and that creating a better life involves pushing ourselves beyond our own
limitations and assumptions. People,
colours, places, everything around us is
a source of inspiration for our daily work.
That is why we try to take into account
a wide variety of desires for comfort and
beauty. How do we do that? Quite simply,
we try to explore all possible avenues to
help make your desires come true. From
the ultra classical to the super modern,
the collection spans countless styles,
making them accessible at all times

through its various sizes, configurations
and coverings. Everything is possible
here at Natuzzi Editions. Whether it is
2 seats or 10, it makes no difference.
Linear, modular or corner sofas to suit
all kinds of environments and needs.
And coverings are our passion. From
the striking grains on animal hides to
the surprising textures of refined fabrics, via the functional Protecta leathers
and the whole new range of high-performance upholstery, designed so that
you can let children and our four-legged
friends loose on the sofa without worrying about damage. And for the more
demanding customer, we have designed

mechanisms and comfort functions that
will leave everyone speechless. Added
to that is the sheer number of details
made by our craftsmen. Pinched seams,
contrasting piping, hand-buttoning or
matelassé stitching, decorative quilting,
combinations of leathers and fabrics,
wood and metal bases and much more.
No matter what your style or way of life,
Natuzzi Editions is sure to have the right
sofa for you.

NATUZZI EDITIONS
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THE REWARD
OF RESPONSIBILITY

Never before has the world asked us
to take on so much responsibility for
safeguarding and protecting mankind
and the environment. We’ve been doing
that since the very start. We monitor
the whole production process to make
sure that quality standards and our values are upheld at every stage along the
value chain. This is a firm commitment,
one that is not just stated, but certified.
ISO 9001 Quality Certification ensures
that our quality process complies with
international regulations and meets
customer expectations. ISO 14001 Envi-

ronmental Certification ensures that we
continuously monitor the impact which
our activities have on the environment.
ISO 45001 Certification confirms our
commitment to our employees’ health
and safety in the workplace. And that’s
not all. Our pledge to sustainable development is both a responsibility and an
opportunity, because it is a way of investing in the younger generations. That is
why our sofa production process makes
almost exclusive use of energy produced
by 21,000 photovoltaic panels heated by
the generous sunshine of Puglia and Basilicata. Clean, renewable energy that
reduces CO2 emissions by 3,400 ton-

nes per year, equivalent to the exhaust
emissions of around 1,200 cars. These
results represent a significant contribution to environmental protection. In
addition, Natuzzi has been granted FSC
certification, which acknowledges that
our joinery uses only wood from renewable, responsibly managed forests.
Our upholstery factory also manufactures Ecoflex polyurethane without using
freon or other harmful blowing agents.
The world is our house and we like to
feel at home here.

SOFA
/səʊfə/
1. A warm welcome for my friends. 2.
TV series, hot chocolate, relaxation.
3. A loving embrace when times are
tough.

/ VERSATILE SOFA /

MOD C214

MOD C214

For those with
creativity
in their DNA

VERSATILE
VERSATILE modular SOFA, available
in leather or fabric. Available in many
colors. WHISPER RUG in rose gold
(P 250 – L 300 cm). Available in other
dimensions and colors. WIRE central
TABLE brown finish frame and ash top
(L90cm x P90cm H 32cm). WIRE side
TABLE brown finish frame and ash top
(D56 - H 50cm). CIRCO mirror. LOBBY
VASE smoke gold.

/ VERSATILE SOFA /
If there’s not enough space, create more with storage units, not just comfortable, super-comfortable!

MOD C214

MOD C214

For singles as a
state of mind

Space is measurable, but weekend relaxation
is imperative.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C214

MOD C214

CHOOSE YOUR VERSATILE

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ GREG SOFA /

MOD C200

MOD C200

Double mechanism,
double relaxation.
Ready, Greg, Go!

GREG
GREG three seater SOFA, in leather with
relax functions (L 200 - P 95-157 - H
89-101cm). GREG three seater SOFA, in
fabric with relax functions (L 200 - P
157 H 101 cm). WHISPER RUG vintage
platinum (P 250 – L 300 cm). Available
in other dimensions and colors. LOW
CENTRAL TABLE (120x60), metal grey
finish with ceramic top with calacatta oro marble effect. LOW SIDE TABLE
(60x60)metal grey finish with ceramic
top with calacatta oro marble effect.

Zerowall System: activates the recliner function without needing to move the sofa off the back wall.

MOD C200

MOD C200

CHOOSE YOUR GREG

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ MORENA SOFA /

MOD C213

MOD C213

Flawless aesthetics
and super comfort. Wow!

MORENA
MORENA SOFA BED Available in leather
and fabric, in many colors. ARMCHAIR
WALLY in fabric (L80 – P81 – H72 cm).
Available in leather and fabric. WHISPER
RUG Light taupe (P250 - L300 cm). Available in other dimensions and colors.
PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE solid brown
ash structure and top in arabescato statuario ceramic (L120 – P60 – H35 cm).
PLETTRO SIDE TABLE with frame in solid
brown ash (L 40 - P 40 – H 50 cm). NORMA M LAMP (diam. 22 h 40).

/ MORENA SOFA /

MOD C213

MOD C213

With its simple and functional look, Morena meets space, style and functionality requirements to
make the home even more welcoming.

CHOOSE YOUR MORENA

The exclusive 20cm high mattress makes it as comfortable as a real bed.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ BOTAO ARMCHAIR /

MOD C218

MOD C218

A soft hug
when you come home.

CHOOSE YOUR BOTAO

Customisable in leather or fabric, it is available with a fixed or swivel base, while comfort and ergonomics are
enhanced by the softness of the structure and lumbar support incorporated into the frame.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Compose your Kartun
and make room
for conviviality.

MOD C194

MOD C194

/ KARTUN SOFA /

KARTUN
KARTUN modular SOFA, available
in leather and fabric in many colors.
OCTOPUS coffee table in white marble
agglomerate (D90 - H34). Also available
in blond ash and brown ash. OCTOPUS
side table in grey lacquer (D50 - H50).
Also available in blond ash and brown
ash. BAG pendant LAMPS in white
color (L 32 - H 32 cm). WHISPER rug
grey (L200 - H280). Available in others
dimensions and colors. CONTOUR mirror. SANDGLASS BALL GOLD XL AND
SANDGLASS BALL BLACK L, decorative
objects. TEPORE PLAID Pied de Poule
grey.

Numerous modules to combine however you prefer, to create your ideal configuration.

MOD C194

MOD C194

CHOOSE YOUR KARTUN

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

A usb port in the sofa.
No, it's not a dream.

MOD C197

MOD C197

/ MODUS SOFA /

MODUS
MODUS sectional SOFA, in fabric with
adjustable headrest (W 308 - W 308 - H
76-97cm). Feet lacquered coffee or grey.
Available in a wide range of leathers and
fabrics in many colors. POLI armchair
in fabric (L 78- P 76 - H 70). Feet matt
black. Available in leather and fabric
in many colors. WIRE central TABLE
iron grey finish frame and ceramic top
(L90cm x P90cm H 32cm). WIRE side
TABLE iron grey finish frame and ceramic top (D56 - H 50cm). WHISPER RUG
light taupe color (P200xL300). Available in other dimensions and colors.
LOG VASE gold S and M.

Solid and square in shape but with tailored comfort thanks to next-generation recliner mechanisms.

MOD C197

MOD C197

CHOOSE YOUR MODUS

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ POLI ARMCHAIR /

MOD C196

MOD C196

Simply
comfortable.

CHOOSE YOUR POLI

Poli is a compact armchair which rests on an enveloping metal structure. Elegance and comfort are combined with
Natuzzi quality.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ PATTO SOFA /

MOD C220

MOD C220

Leather or fabric?
Patto is just the way
you like it!

PATTO
PATTO modular SOFA, in leather (L272
- P 212 - H 78-103 cm). Available in a
wide range of leather and fabric in many
colors. SAHARA RUG rope color (P190
-L270 cm). Also available in smaller dimensions (P170 - L240 cm) and in grey
and dove-grey colors. PEPE CENTRAL
TABLE Fumè (D 70 H 41 cm) (D 90 H
31cm). PEPE SIDE TABLE (40cm x 40cm
H 51cm) TABLE LAMP Bag (P32 - L35
-H21 cm), bronze color.

/ PATTO SOFA /
Zerowall System: activates the recliner function without needing to move the sofa off the back wall.

MOD C220

MOD C220

Choose your Patto
and take a seat!

It is an open base model that stands out thanks to an exclusive
characteristic: the possibility of an end module with storage
unit, a highly practical and functional feature.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C220

MOD C220

CHOOSE YOUR PATTO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

Dual Power Mechanism, allows separate adjustment of the headrest and footrest.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C198

MOD C198

/ WESSEX SOFA /

WESSEX
Not a simple
quilt, but a patchwork of
leathers. Never before!

WESSEX three seater SOFA, in leather,
(W 204 - D 94 - H 79 cm). Available in
different configurations. Feet in matt
black metal. Available in leather or
fabric. WESSEX ARMCHAIR in fabric
(L84- P94 - H 73 cm). Feet in matt black
metal. Available in leather or fabric.
ANNI RUG brown beige/brown (D 182
-L 274 cm). Available in grey/purple colors. SLANCIO side TABLE top in blond
ash and feet in black lacquered metal
with a bronze decorative element (D60
-H53). SLANCIO central TABLE with top
in blond ash and feet in black lacquered
metal with a bronze decorative element
(W 120 - D 60 - H 30 cm). BAG pendant
LAMP (D21 - H20 cm), bronze color. Also
available in white color.

Wessex combines a linear and light design with large seat cushions that offer optimal comfort.

MOD C198

MOD C198

CHOOSE YOUR WESSEX

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ PICTURE ARMCHAIR /

MOD C199

MOD C199

The emotions of a
journey through time

CHOOSE YOUR PICTURE

There is a clean, linear design about the Picture armchair, which wears its 1950s inspiration like a badge of honour.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

A handcrafted
quilt.

MOD C141

MOD C141

/ AUTENTICO SOFA /

AUTENTICO
AUTENTICO modular SOFA (W295
- D242 / 107 - H77 / 98) with manually-adjustable headrest. Available in a
wide range of leathers and fabrics in
many colors. ORIGINS RUG coffee color
(P200 - L300 cm). Composition: 70%
wool, 30% cotton, in aubergine and grey
colors. CABARET CENTRAL TABLE (L90
- P90 - H35) in smoked oak. Also available in other finishes. CABARET SIDE
TABLE (W45 - D45 - H54) in smoked
oak. Also available in other finishes.
MERCURIO CONSOLE (W140 - D42 H74) smoked color. Also available in
extra white.

MOD C141

MOD C141

The wide armrests, with a square design and rounded corners, are an explicit invitation to dedicate
every centimeter of the sofa to comfort.

CHOOSE YOUR AUTENTICO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ WALLY ARMCHAIR /

MOD C195

MOD C195

A modern
and comfortable
reinterpretation.

CHOOSE YOUR WALLY

Wally stands out for its gentle and rounded seat and backrest that offer maximum comfort and support. Also available with swivel base with leather and fabric covers, also in a two-tone version.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Style on four
wooden legs.

MOD C006

MOD C006

/ ADRENALINA SOFA /

ADRENALINA
ADRENALINA three seater SOFA, in
leather. Available in a wide range of
leathers and fabrics in many colors.
ANNI RUG grey/purple color. (D 182 - L
274 cm). Also available in beige/brown
colors. PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE
blonde ash structure and ceramic arabescato statuario top (L 100 - P100
– H35). PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE in
solid brown ash (L 120 - P60 – H35).
PLETTRO SIDEBOARD brown ash
structure and statuario ceramic top (50
- 200 - H 80cm). TILT mirror. OILY vase
folds L e M. LOBBY VASES smoke gold.

The wooden structure and legs give this sofa a totally refined style which, matched with its backrest and armrest
stitching, evoke a contemporary modernist look.

CHOOSE YOUR ADRENALINA

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C006

MOD C006

It’s sleek, it’s bold, and it’s as Natuzzi Editions as it could be. Adrenalina is a masterpiece of softness
combined with solid design, featuring a mix of round edges and statement stitches.

MOD C074

MOD C074

/ TRIONFO SOFA /

TRIONFO
Beautiful and
solid feet to
support incredible
comfort.

TRIONFO three seater SOFA in leather
(L215 - P105 - H79 / 103 cm). Available
in many colors and in other compositions. MERCURIO central TABLE in
transparent curved glass. Also available
in bronze and smoked glass (L130 - P70
- H30 cm). PACIFICO VASE in bright red
ceramic (L28 - P28 - H19 cm). Also available in flame red. ORIGINS RUG grey
(P200 - L300 cm). Composition: 70%
wool, 30% cotton, available in aubergine, coffee and sky colors. WHISPER rug
grey (L200 - H280). Available in other
dimensions and colors.

CHOOSE YOUR TRIONFO

MOD C074

MOD C074

Thanks to Cubicomfort ™ triple-motion technology, each seat has three independent motion mechanisms, electrically operated, which allow you to adjust the position of the seat, backrest, footrest
and headrest.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ CURIOSO SOFA /

MOD C107

MOD C107

Just let
yourself go.

CURIOSO
CURIOSO sectional sofa, in leather with
relax functio and adjustable headrest
(W305 - D310 - H77-99 cm). Wooden
feet in walnut or wengè finishing. Available in a wide range of leathers and
fabrics in many colors. Central Table
model OCTOPUS Typology Octagonal
central and accent. The finish of the
structure and top is ash brown wood
with mat effect on top. Ø90 H34 for
central, Ø50 H50 for accent. ANNI RUG
brown beige/brown (D182 - L274 cm).
Available in grey/purple colors.

CHOOSE YOUR CURIOSO

MOD C107

MOD C107

Soft profiles and a next-generation internal mechanism: total comfort guaranteed.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ BRAMA SOFA /

The most longed-for comfort
becomes reality

MOD C070

MOD C070

BRAMA
BRAMA three seater SOFA in leather
(W231 - D100 - H97 cm) with Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion technology.
TAVOLINO CENTRALE PEPE extra
clear glass (D70 - H41) (D90 - H31).
TAPPETO WHISPER vintage platinum
(D 250 – W300 cm). FIORI pillow (45
x 45cm). OBJECT VASE in white and
gold (24,5cm H 38cm). TILT MIRROR
(24,5cm H 38cm). SANDGLASS BALL
gold hourglass, decorative object. BAG
suspension LAMP (D32 - W35 - H21 cm)
in white color. CONTOUR mirror.

CHOOSE YOUR BRAMA

MOD C070

MOD C070

Brama features Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion technology, providing three independent, electrically-operated motion mechanisms for each seat.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ BATTICUORE ARMCHAIR /

MOD B889

MOD B889

Just chilling and
nothing else to do.

CHOOSE YOUR BATTICUORE

The electric reclining mechanism makes this armchair easy to get in full relax mode.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

A simple click
for exceptional
comfort.

MOD C189

MOD C189

/ CLICK SOFA /

CLICK
CLICK three-seater leather SOFA with
power motion mechanism (L 216 - P
108- 156 - H 77-93 cm) with wengè feet.
Also available in fabric and microfibre, in
many colours. WALLY fabric ARMCHAIR
(L 80 - P 81 - H 72). Matt Black metal
feet. Also available in leather and microfibreand leather- fabric mix. WHISPER
RUG Vintage Platinum (P 250 – L 300
cm). Also available in different dimensions and colors. OCTOPUS CENTRAL
TABLE in brown ash (D90 - H34). Also
available in blond ash and white composite marble. OCTOPUS CORNER COFFEE
TABLE in brown ash (D50 - H50). Also
available in blond ash and grey lacquer.
ELSA FLOOR LAMP Marsala colour. Also
available as a table lamp in blue and
green (H150).

MOD C189

MOD C189

CHOOSE YOUR GREG

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ ISTANTE ARMCHAIR /

MOD B958

MOD B958

Every household
has its throne.

CHOOSE YOUR ISTANTE

Motion electric reclining mechanism, combined with a double top stitching on the sides, spruce up the Istante’s
classic line with a pinch of modernity.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ ESTREMO SOFA /

MOD C126

MOD C126

It just loves being
in the spotlight.

ESTREMO
ESTREMO SOFA 3-seater with relax function and power chaise longue, in fabric
(W274 x D102/172 x H102). Available in
a wide range of leathers and fabrics in
many colors. Central Table model LOW
The finish of the structure is metal dust
painted grey. Top finish is gold calacatta
ceramic with marble effect. Dimensions
L120W60 H32. Accent Table model
LOW The finish of the structure is metal dust painted grey. Top finish is gold
calacatta ceramic with marble effect.
Dimensions L60W60 H40.

CHOOSE YOUR ESTREMO

MOD C126

MOD C126

It’s so easy to go into full relax mode, thanks to a smart switch on the side panel which also comes
with a USB port, so you can focus totally on yourself while you recharge your devices after a long day.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ CALMA ARMCHAIR /

MOD C056

MOD C056

Like a cloud

CHOOSE YOUR CALMA

This armchair packs a real punch thanks to its unique design, which combines a generous seat with a backrest to
create a feel of calm and comfort. The soft, curved shaping is complemented by sleek, elegant armrests.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ CARINO SOFA /

Elegant and
Dynamic
MOD C167

MOD C167

CARINO
CARINO three seater SOFA in leather
(L224 - P97 - H95). NORMA suspension
LAMP (diam. 22 h40 cm). SOGNO pillow
in grey and rose fabric. LILY rug (183 x
274 cm) salvia color. Central Table PEPE
extra clear glass (diametro 70 H 41) (diametro 90 H 31).

Available in a wide range of colours, in leather and fabric and in different versions,
including sectional with terminal, armchair and ottoman.

MOD C167

MOD C167

Set on a refined metal base, the sofa’s clean lines extend to the backrest cushions resting on the
body, which contains the soft cushioning of the seat section.

CHOOSE YOUR CARINO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ GRAZIOSA ARMCHAIR /

MOD C164

MOD C164

Small in size but
big in personality.

CHOOSE YOUR GRAZIOSA

The armchair is a tribute to the timeless myth and icon, Marylin Monroe, and stems from the desire of designers to
speak a universal language.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ INTENSO SOFA /

MOD C157

MOD C157

Prêt-à-porter
capitonné!

INTENSO
INTENSO MODULAR SOFA (L288 D110/164 - H77/103). CABARET COFFEE
TABLE (L90 - D90 - H35) in smoked
oak. Also available in other finishes.
CABARET CORNER COFFEE TABLE (L45
- D45 - H54) in smoked oak. Also available in other finishes. WISDOM FLOOR
LAMP nickel structure white lampshade (H203 - D56 - L148). WHISPER RUG
vintage platinum colour. Available in 8
colours and 4 sizes.

Fitted with a USB port so you can connect your
devices and use them while sitting comfortably
on the sofa.

CHOOSE YOUR INTENSO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C197

MOD C157

Visually striking, the Intenso sofa stands out for its particular stitching, a contemporary reinterpretation of highly-quality capitonné processing. The focus on aesthetics is accompanied by unparalleled
luxury: the headrest and footrest are adjustable thanks to the relax mechanism so you can customise
your comfort.

/ DAMEN ARMCHAIR /

MOD C219

MOD C219

Don't want to
get up?

CHOOSE YOUR DAMEN

Choose it in leather or fabric with contrast piping, detail of style and personality. Available as swivel closed base
or stationary open base.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ PORTENTO SOFA /

MOD C142

MOD C142

Lift, lift,
the position
is perfect.

PORTENTO
PORTENTO 3-seater sofain leather
with relax function (W232 x D109/163
x H 78/100 cm) and fabric with manual
adjustable headrest (W230 x D109 x H
78/100 cm). Metal feet in glossy chromed or matte black finishing. Available
in a wide range of leathers and fabrics
in many colors. ORIGINS RUG coffee
(P200xL300). Composition: 70% wool,
30% cotton, in aubergine, grey and sky
colours. PLETTRO CENTRAL TABLE in
solid brown ash (W120 - D60 - H35).
PLETTRO Accent Table 50x40 ash
brown.

CHOOSE YOUR PORTENTO

MOD C142

MOD C142

Portento features an electric mechanism with a double motor that can be operated using a side
push-button panel to independently adjust the headrest and footrest.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

The design trends
of the 1950s

MOD C117

MOD C117

/ SPIRITOSA ARMCHAIR /

CHOOSE YOUR SPIRITOSA

The metal base consists of a pivot with a swivel system that radiates four rays that form the feet of the armchair.
A solution with a sculptural look that guarantees stability.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ ACCOGLIENTE SOFA /

MOD C105

MOD C105

Allow yourself to be spoiled

ACCOGLIENTE
ACCOGLIENTE three seater SOFA in
leather (L210 - P94 - H86 cm) available
in over 100 leather colors. REGINA armchair in fabric and metal feet (L69
- P89 - H84 cm). PACE plate in yellow
finishing (51 x 51 H6 cm).

Accogliente features a timeless design and is finished with metal feet.

MOD C105

MOD C105

CHOOSE YOUR ACCOGLIENTE

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ GIOIA SOFA /

MOD B901

MOD B901

Travelling
without moving

GIOIA
GIOIA 3 seater sofa, in leather with relax
function (W224 x D106/159 x H79/98
cm). Gioia 2 seater sofa in leather with
manual adjustable headrest (W188 X
D106/169 X H 79-98 cm). Wooden feet
in walnut or wengè finishing. Available
in a wide range of leathers and fabrics in
many colors. CABARET COFFEE TABLE
with polished white metal structure and
tempered white etched glass top. In the
foreground (L90xD90xH34). Side to right, (L45xD45xH54).

CHOOSE YOUR GIOIA

MOD B901

MOD B901

This sofa features Natuzzi’s own Motion System, a gentle and sensitive technology developed to recline your position until you find your perfect spot.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ CARISMA SOFA /

CARISMA
CARISMA leather SOFA (L230xD95xH71), in over 100 colours. Fabric
loveseat (L168xD95xH71). Also available in other configurations.MUSA
BOOKCASE coffee colour powder coated metal structure, smoked oak finish
top (L157xD33xH175). Also available
with anthracite colour structure and
grey elm finish top. CUSHIONS FROM
THE SORRISI COLLECTION (L50xP32).
Available in a variety of coverings,
shapes and colours. CABARET COFFEE TABLE with polished chrome
metal structure. In the foreground
(L90xD90xH34). Side to left, (L45xD45xH54). Also available with tempered white etched glass, onix marble,
etched coffee, taupe and concrete finish. MAD MAN grey RUG (D200xL280).
Also available in blue and gold colours.
ORIGINS RUG, grey (D200xL300).
Composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton,
colours: aubergine, coffee and sky.
INCANTO HOME FRAGRANCE Flowers of the desert. 100 ml. Available in
a range of fragrances: Arabian amber,
Sea Breeze, Vanilla and Patchouli.

MOD C071

MOD C071

Timeless but with
lots of style.

MOD C071

MOD C071

The capitonné backrest is a masterpiece of craftsmanship.

CHOOSE YOUR CARISMA

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD B790

MOD B790

/ FORZA SOFA /

Social, sharing,
emotions.

FORZA
FORZA 3 seater sofa with relax function
in leather (L218xP107/160 x H75/96).
Available in a wide range of eathers and
fabrics in many colors. FORZA 2 seater
sofa in leather with manual adjustable
headrest (L188 x P107 x H75/96 cm).
CHOCOLA coffee table 101X83H28 with
metal pewter structure and smoked oak
veneer top. ERA cushion (50x50).

CHOOSE YOUR FORZA

MOD B901

MOD B901

The internal technology, which enables it to move, can be used to personalise your comfort because it
adjusts to your desired position when you watch TV, read a book or simply sit back and relax.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ AMABILE ARMCHAIR /

MOD C110

MOD C110

The Beauty
of Shape

CHOOSE YOUR AMABILE

Elegance and comfort are combined in this armchair with its soft, curved design. The metal structure that supports
the armrests, lightening the design, is particularly striking. The comfort of a sofa and the size of an armchair.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ LEGGIADRO SOFA /

MOD C143

MOD C143

LEGGIADRO
The contrasting trim is the
highlight of your sofa

LEGGIADRO SOFA 3-seater with two
relax mechanisms in leather (L236 P109/168 - H79/103). Electronically
adjustable headrest and footrest. Available in over 60 leathers and 100 fabrics. LEGGIADRO SOFA 3-seater in fabric (L236 - P109/168 - H79/103) with a
manually adjustable headrest. Contrasting leather trim. CABARET COFFEE
TABLE (L90 - P90 - H35) in smoked oak.
Also available in other finishes. CABARET CORNER COFFEE TABLE (L45 - P45
- H54) in smoked oak. Also available
in other finishes. ASTRA FLOOR LAMP
steel frame, matt white finish and white
opal glass lampshade (Ø45-H165). Also
available with a pewter frame. ASTRA
ABAT-JOUR (D32) in white opal glass.
MERCURIO CONSOLE TABLE (L140 P42 - H74) in extra-white curved glass,
also available in a smoked colour.

CHOOSE YOUR LEGGIADRO

MOD C143

MOD C143

Unmistakable design with distinctive folded armrests. The Leggiadro sofa features an electric mechanism with a double motor operated by a push-button panel on the inside of the armrest to adjust the
headrest and footrest to your liking.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

What more do you want?

MOD C054

MOD C054

/ SPERANZA SOFA /

SPERANZA
SPERANZA sectional sofa with manual
adjustable headrest and armrest in leather (L299xP249 x H74/97) .Available
in a wide range of leathers and fabrics
in many colors. Metal feet available in
glossy chromed (code 77) or matt black
(code 79) finishing. CABARET COFFEE
TABLE with polished chrome metal
structure and copacabana. (L90xD90xH34). NIKE cuscino (30x50).

A design that you know at first glance will be warm and welcoming.

CHOOSE YOUR SPERANZA

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C054

MOD C054

Comfort is ensured by the large seats and the manually adjustable headrest.

/ CORO SOFA /

MOD C217

MOD C217

Room
for everyone.

CORO
CORO sectional sofa with manual adjustable headrest fabric (W287 x D243 x
H78/102), also available with relax function. Available in a wide range of leathers and fabrics in many colors. Metal
feet to select in metal gold (code 90) or
matt black (code 79) finishing. PLETTRO CENTRAL in blonde ash and ceramic arabescato statuario top (100x100x
H35).

CHOOSE YOUR CORO

MOD C217

MOD C217

A modular and very welcoming system that adapts to all design, space and functionality requirements.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Modernity
at its sleekest

MOD B975

MOD B975

/ PENSIERO SOFA /

PENSIERO
PENSIERO sectional sofa with relax function in leather (L286xP245 x
H74/98). Available in a wide range of
leathers in many colors. PEPE big and
medium central in fumè. Fumè glass,
D90 h31 big and D70 h41 for medium.
LILLY RUG (182x274cm) blue grey.

CHOOSE YOUR PENSIERO

MOD B975

MOD B975

Motion design with reclinable head and footrests make every moment spent on this sofa an immersive,
out-of-time experience of relaxation.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Design in every stitch.

MOD B845

MOD B845

/ SOLLIEVO SOFA /

SOLLIEVO
SOLLIEVO three seater SOFA, in leather
and fabric (W 208 - D 92- H 85 cm).
Available in different configurations.
Metal feet in glazed nickel (code 75)
or matt black (code 79), also available
with wooden feet in walnut or wengè
finishing. Available in leather or fabric
in a wide range of colors. OCTOPUS side
table in grey lacquer (D50 - H50). Also
available in blond ash and brown ash.
OCTOPUS central in pure white living
compressed marble (D90 H34).

Each sofa is upholstered in genuine Italian leather with contrast stitching, and supported by nickel-plated steel feet.

MOD B845

MOD B845

CHOOSE YOUR SOLLIEVO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ TALENTO SOFA /

MOD B993

MOD B993

Leather or fabric? And what
colour will your new sofa be?

TALENTO
TALENT SOFA 3-seater, in leather
(L225xD95xH80). Available in over 60
leathers and 100 fabrics. TALENTO ARMCHAIR to the right, with wooden ledge,
in fabric (L110xD95xH80). APOSTROFO
COFFEE TABLE in curved transparent
glass (L121xD60xH35). CUSHIONS
FROM THE ABBRACCIO COLLECTION
(L42xD32). Available in different covers,
sizes and colours. TALENTO ARMCHAIR
to the left, with wooden armrest, in fabric (L104xD95xH80). Available in over
60 leathers and 100 fabrics. MARTINI
FLOOR LAMP coffee, circular structure and base in painted steel, with soft
touch effect (Ø37xH186). Also available
in black or white. ORIGINS RUG grey
(D200xL300). Composition: 70% wool,
30% cotton, in the colours aubergine,
coffee and sky blue.

This sofa features a unique retro design with curved wooden sides and high metal legs. The armrests
are also decorated with wooden panels. Every detail is part of a very unique overall look.

MOD B993

MOD B993

CHOOSE YOUR TALENTO

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

MOD C161

MOD C161

/ PIACEVOLE SOFA /

A surprising bed.

PIACEVOLE
PIACEVOLE 3-seater sofabed and chaise
longue with manual adjustable headrest
in leather (L298 x P162/208 x H79/96).
Available in a wide range of leathers and
fabrics in many colors. PLETTRO CENTRAL in blonde ash and ceramic arabescato statuario top (100x100h35).

At first sight, Piacevole might seem like a comfy sofa with bold lines and a feisty spirit. It is that – and
much more besides, with a surprising bed inside that makes it extremely versatile. The perfect solution for town flats where space is limited.

MOD C161

MOD C161

CHOOSE YOUR PIACEVOLE

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ FASCINO SOFA /

MOD C008

MOD C008

Better together

FASCINO
FASCINO SOFA 3-seater in fabric (L195xD100xH84). Available in over 60 leathers
and 100 fabrics. Available in other versions. POUF with castors, in grey fabric
(L54xD54xH37). Also available in leather
and microfibre. CERAMIC PLANT handcrafted (Ø15). CUSHIONS FROM THE
SORRISI COLLECTION (L42xD32).Available in different covers, sizes and colours. ZEN FLOOR LAMP polished black
chrome structure with white Murano
glass lampshade (Ø38-H132). Also available in a taller version (Ø38- H172). MAD
RUG MAN blue and grey (D200xL280).
Also available in gold. FLATWEAVE RUG
in foreground, grey (D200xL300). Also
available in blue, yellow and anthracite.

Fascino’s upholstery was designed to optimize its comfort when working as a bed.

MOD C008

MOD C008

CHOOSE YOUR FASCINO

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ AMOREVOLE SOFA /

MOD C176

MOD C176

Welcome to
an amorevole world

AMOREVOLE
AMOREVOLE sectional sofa in leather (L288 - P288- H96 cm) with
Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion technology. LOW COFFE TABLES central (90x90
H32) with metal grey painted feet and
blonde ash top. Accent in metal grey painetd feet and calacatta gold ceramic top
(60x60 H40).

CHOOSE YOUR AMOREVOLE

MOD C161

MOD C161

Cubicomfort™ Triple-Motion Technology allows you to independently adjust the reclining seat/footrest, headrest and backrest.

YOU MIGHT LIKE

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Unmatched comfort,
right from the
first glance.

MOD C193

MOD C193

/ DALT SOFA /

DALT
DALT three-seater fabric SOFA, (L 240
- P 89- H 77 cm). Feet in metal finishing
Matte Black. Also available in leather
and microfibre, in many colours. DALT
fabric ARMCHAIR with swivel base
(L81 – P81 - H75 cm)Matt Black feet.
Also available in leather and microfibre,
in over 100 colours. WHISPER RUG Moonlight blue (P 250 – L 300 cm). Also
available in differentdimensions and colors. PLETTRO central TABLE frame in
brown ash finishing and ceramic arabescato statuario top (L 80 - P50 – H40).
WALL ART Fire and water (L88 - H60
cm).

MOD C193

MOD C193

The unusual quilted armrests bring a sophisticated detail to the piece which adds a sense of
class and sartoriality to the sofa. Stylish details are the metal feetwith their original shape.
Available in leather or fabric.

CHOOSE YOUR DALT

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

BED
/bed/
1. The perfect refuge from monsters.
2. Where George Clooney kissed me
for the first time. 3. Herbal tea, biscuits and the weekend.

/ GALATTICO BED /

MOD LE03

MOD LE03

A headboard
that doesn't go
unnoticed!
Hats off!

GALATTICO
GALATTICO BED in leather (L184 - P232
- H108). Also available in the size
(L204 - P232 - H108) in leather and
fabric and a combination of the two..
FELICITA’ ARMCHAIR in fabric (H-78 W77 - D84). Available in a wide range
of leathers and fabrics in many colors.
ASTRA FLOOR LAMP metal frame in
pewter color and lampshade in white
opal glass (Ø45-H165). Available also
with white frame. LILLY RUG sage/beige (173x274). Also available blue/grey.
COMO BEDSIDE TABLE (P50 - L50cm
- H45cm) frame in champagne-colored
curved metal, drawers in brown ash and
ceramic arabescato statuario effect top.
Ceramic marble-effect top.

The elegant manufacturing of the headboard is a triumph of experienced craftsmanship.

MOD LE03

MOD LE03

Close your eyes and ...
Galactic dreams.

CHOOSE YOUR GALATTICO

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

The bright metal feet in different finishes
add a vintage touch to the design.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ STONE BED /

MOD LE04

MOD LE04

The timeless appeal of the
capitonné technique.

STONE
STONE BED in leather (L180 - P 200
cm). Also available in the sizes (L160
- P200 cm) (L152 - P200 cm) (L193 P200 cm) in leather or fabric. DESY
BEDSIDE TABLES in brown ash finish
with powder coated steel structure in
anthracite finish. WHISPER RUG Moonlight Blue (P 250 - L 300 cm). Available in other dimensions and colors.
BAG pendant LAMPS in bronze color (L
21cm - H 20cm). Also available in white.
Sandglass ball Sand S. Tethys bed linen.
TEPORE PLAID Tartan Blue/taupe.

The soft and sinuous lines, the headboard made using the traditional technique, and the feet in solid
wood make Stone a bed with a truly classic, contemporary look.

MOD LE04

MOD LE04

Perfect in any bedroom
with its various sizes.

CHOOSE YOUR STONE

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

This bed is characterised by its high-level functionality: the base
can in fact be lifted or lowered (+/- 5cm) to maintain alignment
with the frame depending on the selected mattress.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Large cushions,
a declaration
of extreme
comfort.

MOD LE05

MOD LE05

/ CUT BED /

CUT
CUT BED in fabric (L184 - P232 - H108).
Also available in the size (L204 - P232
- H108) in leather or fabric and a combination of the two. WHISPER RUG
vintage platinum (L200 - P300 cm).
COMO BEDSIDE TABLE (P50 - L50cm
- H45cm) frame in champagne-colored
curved metal, drawers in brown ash
and ceramic arabescato statuario effect
top. Ceramic marble-effect top. COMO
SIDEBOARD (L 200 - P50 - H45cm) frame in champagne-colored curved metal, drawers in brown ash and ceramic
arabescato statuario effect top. Ceramic marble-effect top. VASE OBJECTS
white and gold (L19,5 - H 34cm) (L24,5
- H 38cm). Circo mirror. Rhea bed linen.
Shanghai vase.

The various sizes available make it perfectly adaptable to any type of bedroom and spaces with vastly
differing needs.

MOD LE05

MOD LE05

Comfortable as the
freedom to choose between
leather or fabric.

CHOOSE YOUR CUT

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

Cut is a bed with a simple appearance, but at the same
time soft and enveloping: the thin metal feet enhance
its lightness.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Lots of colours in
leather or fabric.
Resistance is futile!

MOD LE00

MOD LE00

/ LUNARE BED /

LUNARE
LUNARE BED in fabric (L180xD224xH101). Available in over 60 leathers and 100 fabrics. ASTRA FLOOR
LAMP pewter structure and lampshade
in white opaline glass (Ø45-H165). Also
available with polished steel structure.
ORIGINS RUG sky blue (D200xL300).
Composition: 70% wool, 30% cotton.
Also available in the colours aubergine,
coffee and grey. ASTRA ABAT JOUR in
white opaline glass (Ø32-H28). Also
available in larger sizes (Ø45-H21).

MOD LE00

MOD LE00

One of the optional features is a large storage compartment with a two-position opening mechanism:
the first position makes it easy to remake the bed, while the second is for replacing objects and bed
linen.

CHOOSE YOUR LUNARE

CHOOSE THE MOST COMFORTABLE MATTRESS FOR YOU.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

TABLES AND
CHAIRS
/teɪb(ə)l/
1. Provides support for pizza, poke and
sushi (all at the same time). 2. The
fragrance of wood. 3. Where elbows
aren’t rested.

/tʃeə(r/
1. The only one who really knows if
I’ve lost weight. 2. With or without
armrests, that is the question. 3. You
can never have too many.

The colour of wood
and the lightness
of glass.
A top table!

GIRA
GIRA designed by Claudio Bellini. In
thick tempered glass with the two elements glued together using the UV technique. Top in brown ash wood (as in
photo), also available in the version with
blonde ash wood top. PLETTRO CHAIR
designed by Mauro Lipparini. Base in
brown solid ash, seat and backrest completely upholstered in leather or velvet
in various colours. The chair is available
with or without armrests for personalised comfort. DESY TV storage unit with
powder painted steel feet with Bronze
finish (as in photo) or Anthracite finish.
Containers and drawers in Brown Ash
(or available in the Blonde Ash colour)
with internal shelf. Drawer closing system with soft-close runners; Glossy
back painted glass doors in the finishes
Coffee or Caramel with “Push to Open”
opening system.

MOD T044

MOD T044

/ GIRA TABLE /

Different materials come together to create the Gira table.

MOD T044

MOD T044

Functionality and design
at the same table.

DIMENSIONS
D 140 cm
D 160 cm

FINISHES
Structure: Extra White
Top: Brown Ash / Blonde Ash

Round and imposing, luminous thanks to the transparent base,
it is the ideal table to enrich the dining or living room.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Can you guess the
material?

MOD T222

MOD T222

/ PLETTRO TABLE /

PLETTRO
PLETTRO Table designed by Mauro Lipparini Brown solid ash structure and/or
also available in the lighter Blonde ash
version. Top: Ceramic with Arabescato
Statuario finish; Dimensions: 180 X 90
H 75cm / 160 X 90 H 75cm. PLETTRO
Chair designed by Mauro Lipparini. Base
in brown solid ash, seat and backrest
completely upholstered in leather or
velvet in various colours. The chair is
available with or without armrests for
personalised comfort.

The top made from a layer of ceramic, a sophisticated but resistant material, makes it suitable both
for the living room and the dining room with particular attention focused on the latest contemporary
interior design trends.

MOD T222

MOD T222

As beautiful as marble,
as practical as ceramic.

DIMENSIONS
80 X 90 H 75cm
160 X 90 H 75cm

FINISHES
Structure: Brown/Blonde Ash
Top: ceramic with Arabescato Statuario finish

The Plettro dining table combines
practicality and design thanks to the quality of the materials and its exclusive design.

FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

/ SLANCIO TABLE /

Mmm, the gold veins
are so glam!
MOD T226

MOD T226

SLANCIO
SLANCIO Table designed by Tapinassi
& Manzoni. Matt black painted metal
structure with bronze lower leg; Ceramic top with Sahara Noire finish; Dimensions: 180 X 90 H 75cm / 160 X 90 H
75cm. SLANCIO Chair designed by Tapinassi & Manzoni. Chair with matt black
painted structure and bronze lower leg;
Seat and backrest completely upholstered and covered in leather and/or fabric
in various colours.

The project is enhanced by the combination of refined materials: the polished black ceramic top with
gold veins and the metal legs with bronze lower leg.

Design is served.

MOD T226

MOD T226

DIMENSIONS
180 X 90 H 75cm
160 X 90 H 75cm

FINISHES
Structure: Matt black with bronze lower leg
Top: Sahara Noire ceramic

Slancio dining table is characterized by slender and
harmonious shapes and and elegant mix of materials.
FIND YOUR NEAREST STORE AT NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

#CRAFTEDFORHUMANS
#HUMANCOMFORT
We are Italian and we believe in the future. We want to make people’s dreams
come true. Our quality lies in the expert hands of our artisans. In our passionate
hearts we have the deepest respect for people and the environment. We like to
talk to people with a smile on our faces. All of this enables us to believe in a more
comfortable future, made up of innovative, versatile and functional products. And
design that improves our lives. Everyone’s lives.

#humancomfort / NATUZZIEDITIONS.COM

Crafted

